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place in the near future. He concluded by saying that he
intended to lodge the greater part of his army in the City in
order to beget a good understanding there.1
This letter of Monck's at last opened the eyes of the clique
at Westminster who claimed to govern as the representatives
of the people of England. They could not disguise their anger
at the merited rebuke. When Hesilrige left the house in a fury,
a well-known quaker seized him by the arm and cried, cThou
man, will thy beast carry thee no longer? thou must fall!'2
This was the plain truth. The Rump had now alienated all
sections of the army, and the general rejoicing at its discom-
fiture proved that it had very few friends left. The almost
universal contempt and hatred found vent in buying and roast-
ing rumps of meat at numerous bonfires. And Monck's soldiers,
who twenty-four hours before had been reviled as tyrants, were
welcomed in the City with blessings, and more substantial
marks of favour, drink and money.
That the City of London should have provoked this crisis,
and thus determined that the excluded members should be
recalled (which meant that the restoration was now inevitable),
was wholly appropriate. Just as their support had enabled the
Long Parliament to triumph over Charles I, so their opposition
to the Rump made it certain that Charles II would be restored.
Monck was now determined to ensure the conformity of
parliament to his wishes.   Unlike Cromwell and Fleetwood
before him, he had no need to expel the Rump, but only to
withdraw the guard at Westminster so that the members ex-
cluded by Pride's Purge could walk in and take their seats. But
before he did so he called the excluded members together and
secured their assent, in writing, to certain conditions: they must
settle the government of the army, raise money to pay it, issue
writs for a new parliament to meet 20 April, and dissolve them-
selves as soon as possible. Accordingly, on 21 February Pepys
and other onlookers saw the excluded members return to West-
minster.  Prominent among them was the indomitable Prynne,
whose many pamphlets, by exposing the unconstitutional nature
of all governments set up since 1649, had powerfully contributed
to the historic event in which he was taking part.  As often
happened when he was concerned, the ludicrous and the im-
portant went hand in hand, for his old basket sword tripped up
1 Old Parliamentary History, xx. 98-103.	2 Pepys, Diary9 n Feb. 1660.

